The Finest RV Investment

AIRSTREAM — the long term luxury leader

For nearly 60 years, Airstreamers have been investing in the world’s finest RV, confident that they not only own the ultimate in luxury, towability and liveability but mindful of the high resale value of their trailers.

Airstream owners also enjoy a unique Way of Life Program, membership in the Wally Byam Caravan Club and the excitement of Airstream caravans to Canada, Alaska and Mexico.

A new 1989 Airstream can extend your life by years with fun, happiness and friendship. Affordably priced from $26,973, it may also be the finest long term investment your money can buy.

CALL 1-800-727-2025
Just Added More Interest

The AIRSTREAM LAND YACHT

- Built by Airstream.
- Lower priced than competition! From $26,379 (for 29').
- Available in a brand new 35' fifth wheel and 29', 32', 33', and 35' travel trailers.
- Dura-Torque™ axles. The same independent suspension system as Airstream. Improved handling, absorbs more road shock, increases durability.
- Horizontal gas bottles for convenience, styling, safety.
- Super smooth, easy maintenance exterior with aero-dynamic ends for easy towing and extra mileage.
- Solid oak raised panel cabinet doors.
- Full 72" headroom in fifth wheel bedroom.
- Better features, better looking, better value.

Please send me a free color Land Yacht brochure.

Please send me the name of the dealer nearest me.
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Call: 1-800-727-2025

AIRSTREAM
Jackson Center, OH 45334 • 513-596-6111

THOR The Home Of Recreation Airstream • Citation • Corsair • Traveler • Establishment • Pinnacle • Windjammer • Okanagan